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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
· ·1.  The conceni about the d~terioration of forest  co~dition in Ew:ope due to atmospheric pollution .. 
during the 1980s lead to the Community scheme on the protection of  forests against atmospheric 
·pollution, established by the Council in  1986 (Regulation (EEC) No. 3528/86 of 17 November 
. / 1986; legal basis: Articles 43  and  l30S, paragraph  1; of  the Treaty) and extended by a seeond· 
period of 5 years in  1992  (Regulation (EEC) No. 2157/92 of 23  July 1992.  The Community 
scheme WaS established in order to protect the forests against atmospheric pollution and hereby 
to contribute, in 'particular, to safeguarding the p~uctive  pote~tial of agricuiture by monitoring 
th~ forest condition in Europe and by carrying out pilot _and demonstration projects in the field, 
· This scheme will end on 31  December 1996. 
In  on;fer to continue the observations which have ~  .on ·the Community netwo~ks, to allow 
the completion of  the intensive forest ecosystems monitoring network and the full iritplementation 
of all agteed ·common monitoring activities on this network, to evaluate the monitoring results 
·obtained an~ to derive the necessary conclusions .and recommendations for the future protection 
. and management of European forests, the Commission - according to its programme of work  .:. 
proposes to the Parliament' and  to the. Council the extension of the existing scheme for  five 
additional years (1997 to ioo !').  ·  ·  · 
2.  During the past 10 years an  outstanding system of monitoring of forest condition ·has been 
established. which  provided  comprehensive  knowledge  of tlte  ~xtent,  dynamics  and  sp~~ial· 
distribution of  forest damage in the CommunitY~ it also gave impetus for reductions of  emissions 
of  air pollutants. Following the StrasbourgJ\It:inisterial Conference on the protection of  forests in 
Europe (1990) and the task given by the Council in  1992 (Regulation (EEC) No.  2157/92) a.· 
network of intensive monitoring plots has bee~ established which will now in most regions of  the 
Community enter its operational. phase. From the intensive monitoring an  improvement of the 
understanding of causal  relationships between  changes in  forest  ecosystems and  the potential 
· damaging factors  is expected.  ·  ·  ·  · 
From 1987 to 1996 the Community supported Member States in implementing the sc.heme by co-
financing more than 450 projects with a total financial. support of 42 MECU. 
' 
3. The Community scheme respects the principles of subsidiaritv and proportionality:  . 
- Forest  damage  caused  by  transboundary air. pollution  is  not  a  national  problem .. A 
Community intervention is necessar}: in order to allow a large-scale monitoring of  forest 
condition and an efficient protection of European forests.  · 
Forest dan:tage  is  caused by a number of complex factors.  Apart from  the  contin~ing 
impact of transboundary air pollution, 'it is to be feared· that future pressures on forests , 
are likely such as for example climatic changes arising from global warming. The benefits. 
·of  an· efficient protection of forests against these trans  boundary damage factors must· be 
considered as vital for environmental as well_ aS for  soci~nomic  reasons, with effects 
on the Community as a whole. 
4. The Community scheme on the protection of forests against atmospheric pollution is coherent · 
with the agricultural policy of  the European Union, in particular, by contributing to safeguarding 
the productive potential of  agriculture through the protective functions of  forestS in relation'to soil 
and  water resources.  The. scheme is .as  well coherent with the 5th  Community' Programme of 
Policy  a~d Action in Relation to the  Environme~t and  Sustainable Development adopted by the. 
Member  States  in  1993.  In  addition,  the .scheme  is  essential  for  the  implementation  of the 
Community's commitments ar international  lev~l: .  · 
the  Community~s participation  in  the  International  Cooperative  Programme  on  tlw 
Assessment and  Monitoring of Air Pollution Effeets on  Forests (Convention on  Long-' 
Range Transboundary Air Pollution of 1_979, Geneva); 
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Jhe: adoption of  ~levant resolutions by  tti~ Community at the  1St and:.2nd Ministerial 
. Conferenee on the Protection of Forests in Europe.·(Strasbourg-199(), Helsinki 1993); 
.  the·~to.nmunity~S engagement atthe Uriited:Nations Conference ·on  Enviroilm~t' and 
· ~elopnient  (Rio' ~Janeiro~ 1992). :·  ·  ·- ..  : · · ··.  ·  -···  '  ·  ·  ·.·  ·  · ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · 
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Proposal for 
Council Regulation <ECl No .... 
of .... 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 3528/86 on the protection of the Community's 
·  .  .  · _Torests against atmo~heric pollution  · 
THE COUNCIL OF. THE EUROPEAN UNION 
'· 
Having regard to the tr~ty  esta~lishing the European. CommunitY,. and ·in particular 
Articles 43, thereof;  · 
Having regard to the proposal from the. Commission  1;  _ 
· Having regard to the opinion of  the Europ~  Parliamenf; 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social CommitteeJ; · 
Whereas the present period of application:of Regulation (EEC) No 3528/86
4 on the· 
protection of Community's forests against atmospheric pollution, as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 2157/92'_, Will expire on 31  December 1996; 
Whereas forests play an essential part in maintaining fundamental ecological balances,· 
particularly as regards the soil, water_resources, climate, fau.D.a  and flora and whereas· 
those ecological_ balances are indispensable for a sustainable agriculture artd the  . 
'  '  .  ' 
management of  .tural areas; 
~ereas  the conservation of the forest ecosystems is important for its economic, 
ecological and ·social functions and contiibutes, in. particular, to safeguard the sqcial 
function for those people working in agriculture and niral·areas; 
Whereas the European: Union has coinmitted itSelv~ at international level (Ministerial 
~Co.nference.  on' the Protection of·  Forests. in Europe, Strasbourg, l990 arid Helsinki, 
1993), for a continuing forest damage survey;  .  . 
WhereaS fesults from the systematic network show obvious trends in spatial and 
. temporary distribution of forests damage over the  entir~ area of the European Union, 
whereas these measures need to be continued;  ·  · 
Wher¢as plots for th~ intensive ~d  continuous monitoring of forest eoosystenis have 
been set-up by the Member States; whereas only~ continuation of these monitoring 
I  . 
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~tivi~es.ove~  ~longer perlod win  imp~ove  th,~ understimtfutgofthe caUsal  ..  ·  .· 
relationship  c b~n  ·changes· in. fo~8t eeoSyStems an:a· the factors  iilfluenc~ it;· 
. . '  . 
Whereas forest damage du~  to' various faetorS.  ll~tably atmoSp~erlc pollution. an,d 
certain WltavoUrable_meteorologicatevents,:are problematic for the developin~t of  a 
. ~irumle  agriculture and ihe 'maDagement of rulai areas;.  .  .  . .  . 
'  .  ~  .  .  .. ·  . . .  .  .  .  . 
;  ..... 
. ·  W1lere~.  oon8equeritly th~ p~oteCtion.  of forestS against. atmoSpheric pollution  .. 
.  conmibutes dfreetlyto the  achieve~perit o{theobjecti:veslaid down in article'39, 
·.  paragraph 1, J)Omt b of the Treaty·;  . . '  .  .  .  ..,  .  . ',  . .  . 
•  •'  •  •'  '  '  •  ,'•  •  I  o  •  '·• 
.  '  .  '·  ·.  t.  .  . 
,·.' 
Whereas ~nsequently the Community schem~. on the protec~on of forests agirinst  . 
~tmo5phe~c pollution ·sho~d be :continued and therefore .an .extension by· 5 8dditionaf  . 
years should be.niade sChedUling .the schenie to  run~for 15  years .from I. ;January  1987;  ·' 
"'-,  .  •  j  '_  ''  '  '  '  I  '  .  I 
. , 
!, 
.  \ 
·  .wh~;eas an amcnmt of ECU 40 mill~ozi is  .. deenied n~ssacy  for the implementation of 
that inul~-annual programm;  ·  ·,.  ·  · 
,-.  .. 
. HAS ADOPTED THIS' REGULATION\  ..• 
.  ;  .  "  ~- . 
··  ... · .·: 
·· · Arti~le'·l · · 
.·'·· 
.  ":"  ..  ·..  •  .  ~  ,.  v  ·- ~  ,·  ·:  .  '.  .·  .-·  .  ·. 
· Regulation (EEC) N'?. 3528/86 is hereby amended ·as .follows: 
In ~icle  ·. lJ the p~graphs  J  and .2 are replaCed by ·the fo.llowtrig; .. 
.  '  - .  :  '  .  ~  .  .  '  .  '1.  l,  .  . '  .  .-... 
'Article .11 · 
·,  .,.  ·.  ,·. 
'- (The scheme is scheduled to run'for 15 years from) Janu8ry  198.7 ... 
. '  .  .  .  '  .  ·.  '  '  .,  ·.  . 
'..  .  . .  2:  The amo~t  of.,Commwiity fi~dai  r~so~ce~ deemed necessary' for· .. 
· , ill1plem,eritation·.;of.ihe scheme is~CU  4p  millirin~·t6r'the·.tx:riod  1~97 to:2001:  ..  ·· 
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· This  Regui~tion shall eitter into Jon;e ~n- the ttilid.day follo~g  tha:t ofit:s publication 
in the 9fficial }o\iinal· of the European ·CoJ.WUUnities..  ·. 
··ihi~ Re~~tion  sh~ll be  b~ding in jts  e~~iiety.  and _dir~tly applicable  ~n all Me~ber , 
.  States.  · ·  '.·  ·  .  ·  :  ·  .  · ·  · · · ·  ·;.  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·  . 
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REPORT ON THE.APPLICATION OF 
COUNCIL REGULA~ON  (EEC) No •.  3528/86 of 17 NOVEMBER.l986
6 
.  .  .  . 
(implementation .of the Community scheme. 
··  on the protection of forests against atmospheric pollution) 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Atthe end of the 1970s defoliation and discolouration of forest trees were observed on certain 
sites in· Central Europe. During the .1980s ·the same sympto~s  were also observed in. other parts . 
of  Europe. T~ing  into account the increasing·deposition of  air pollutants (sulphur dioxid~, oxides 
of nitrogen, pzone)even in rural areas, this "riew type of forest damage" was mainly attributed 
to atmospheric pollution.  ,  · 
The concern about a possible deterioration of forest condition in Europe lead to the Community 
scheme on the protection of forests against atmospheric pollution, established by the Council in 
· 1986 (Reg\llation (EEC) N?. 3528/86 of 17 November 1986). ·  ·  · 
The aim' of the scheme ·is to protect· the forests in the Community again~t atmospheric pollution' 
· and hereby to  co~tribute, in particular, to safeguarding the productive potential of  agriculture. The·: 
Community sc~eme  has been carried out in close cooperation with the International Cooperative 
Programme on Assessment and Monitoring of Air Pollution Effects on ForeSts (ICP Forests of 
VNIECE)  and  is  consistent with Resolution No.  1 of  the  lst Ministerial  Conference  on the 
Protection of Forests in Europe (Strasbourg .1990). 
II.  ACTIVITmS  OF  FOREST .PROTECTION· CARRIED· OUT  WITHIN  THE 
. COMMUNITYSCHEME  . 
According to Article 2 of  Regulatio~ (EEC) No. 3528/86.(ainended by Regulation (EEC) No  .. 
2157/92 of23 July 1992) an outst8nding programme of  monitoring of forest condition in Europe 
has  been  established  which  is  composed of large-$ca1e  periodic  inventories  and  an  intensive 
!llOnitoring of forest  e?Osystems~ 
The-periodic. inventories are carried out on a systematic Community-wide network ( 16 x 16 km) 
· of  forests sample points. Since 1987 annual forest damag~surveys  have been 'carried out. A forest 
. so,il condition survey has been implemented.(l991-1995) and an optional analysis on the chemical 
content of needles and'leaves is going on (1991-1996).  The main benefits from  the assessment.· 
on the large scale gridnet are an objective and accurate knowledge of the extent, dynamics and 
spatial distribution of  the symptoms of  forest damage in Europe, a database for future .time series 
. analyses of crown defoliation, info'nnation on forest soil conditions and. on the nutrient balances . 
in  some  forest ·areas.  However,  the  large  scale  monitoring  does  not  aim  at  cause-effect · 
relationships. The results. of  the annual forest damage surveys are published on yearly basis in the 
series of the Forest Condition in Europe  . 
. Following the task given  by  th~ Council (Regulation· (EEC) No. 2157/92, Article  I) the  la~gc 
scale systematic  samplil~g was  extended  by. the intensive and  continuous monitoring of forest  . 
6accordlng ;o  Regulation (EEC) No 21S7/92 of23 Ju;y  i992, Article; (Oj No L217, 23.7  .. 92) 
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ecosystems in order to contribute to a better. underStanding of the impact of  air pollution and other . 
. factorS  which may influence ,'forest· ec0syst~nis. In this  ~ntex.t approxiniai~ly  ·  450 permanent  · 
obserVation 'plots for the  intensiye  monitoring. of fo~  ecosystems' have  been  selected .and 
installed in the European Union (Commission R~lation  (Be) No 1091/94 of29 April ·1~4). 'ftie 
intensive·  monitoring. programme'  ·contain~ continuous  _and  intensive  surveys. such  8s  crown 
eonditi~n ass~s1,11ents, soil and  foliar 'surveys; increment studies, deposition measurements and 
the ob~eiVation of meteorological p&raineters  ove~ a period of at least 1  5 'to 20 yeari. A-fter an 
initial ph~e  covering mainly the selection and instailatiori of  the~  intensive 'monitonng .plots and 
the development of systematic collection and analysis'ofsample8(1992·t0 1995) this network is 
'' now_ entering .its  fully' operational :phase.  The  Commissio'n  played. an  important  role  in  the 
.·  :development 0~  this prog~me  and will have to coordiriate the common activities'' m  this field. 
·The-Commission also undertakes. the processing-and ev~Wrtion of the d~  submitted, as well as 
the preparation of periOdic rep<>rts.  >  ·.'  .  '  . ·  .. · ' . ·.·  .  .  . .  .  .  .  '  . .  ' . . .  .  ' 
Aecording  to  Article. 4 ·of Regulation (EEC) No. 3  528/86' Member States are  encouragei to  . 
. undertake ~-in addition to  the periodic inventories and 'the intensive nion'itoring - pilot projectS and  ·. 
experimentS in the field  to· improve. the k[lOW)edge ·ori the impacts of  atmo~pheric pollution on·: 
forest .  ecosystems,  to improve: obse,rvatioil .  rn~th()ds and 'to  study  possibilities for  restoring 
dam~ed forests.· The: results  of ~ese projectS  have  beeii  used  to  .. ' .improve. ob~rva~iO.n  ~d'  .· 
monitoring methods (inciuding cotnmon methods for.the'iilteOSive mo~itoring; e.g. remote sensing 
'applications, soil solution analysis) and to devise restoration m~ods'  for: damaged forests;'  ' 
'  .  '.  .  .  .  '•  :.  .  . 
' . ' .  '  ~.  ' 
··:  - The  above  activiti~s had, not been· possible.witlto~t ·the financial 'support 'of-the cJmrittinizy:. 
· During ihe past 1  0 years 452 pr9jects have been Carried out by the Member States in this· field 
with  a  total  cost' of rna~ than  8s  MECU  and  a  finariciar support ,of the  CommunitY  of. 
42,lMECU (see table below).' Of these 452 projects, 233 pn)jects ·were submitted tinder Article · 
:i of which  )6~ projeCts were  in~entory projects on the-16 X 16 km  grid  imd  70 projects w.ere  . 
intensive monitoring' proj~tS  0~ permanent observation plots; The remaining 219. projects were. 
'. submitted under Article 4 (experimental). Of the 42 .  .3  MECU :which have been allocated by the 
· Com'municy. under  Regtdation  (EEC) No· 3528/86 in  total  5.2  MECU. were  allOcated for the  . 
. execution of the inyentory prajects on the 16 x  ·  16 kiD  grld.  1  0~7 MECU were allocated for  the . 
proj~cts of the intJnsive monitoring projects on perihanent observation plotS (from  1994 onwards)  .. 
imd 26.4·MECU .to .projects that w¢re  subf!lftt~.underArticle.  4 (exPerimental);  .  - .·  .  . 
'A detailed techn~cal report on these activities. has .been-·preparec:l by ibe Coinmis~ion services and 
is now  availa~le in English language.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
'  :,  . ,. 
Projects eo-financed by the European Communicy between  1987 and· 1996 
''·. 
number fo  proje~ts  ·co~ ·. 
financed  · · 
finanCial ·support qfthe  ·. 
,  community (in MEcu) 
.  .r. 
~onitoririg' on the·.  ·  . intensive monitoring · 
systematic grid  .  ·  · ' , (Art. 2) 
.  (Art .. 2)  - .  , 
:  163 .·.  70  .. 
·  .. ··.s.i···  ·.·)07  ..  .  '  . 
...  ·; 
'· 
... ' ....  iii.  ~  . FUTU:RE A'CT.IVITIES  \ . 
·  pilot anci'and  , ..  · total 
·  demonstration 
'  projects (Art. 4) 
.2i9  .  :.  '452  ' 
264  ' .  ._,, 
The results of 10  y~ars forest condition m01iitoring have·, shownthat forest damage is a comple~ . 
· ·problem. Atmospheric pollution has been. detected to have a.negativ  influe~nce on 'forest conditi.on  . 
·  in  many. parts ofEurope  .. However,.·otlier damage factors, biotic·or,.abiotic, will have  t~·be taken  ·  . 
. .  into accou'ni i"ri order to clarify·the caus~~effeet relationships betWeen atmospheric polhltion;  o~her  '.  .  '  .  .  .  . .  .  .  . . '.  -~  . .  '  . .  .....  .  .  .  .  '  '  . 
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damage  factors  and  the observed  damage  ..  An  improvement  of.  the  understanding  of causal -
relationships- between  changes  in  forest  ecOsystems  and  the  potential· damaging  factors  is 
especially expected from  the intensive monitoring part of  the Community scheme.  -
In addition to  the periodic  inventories and the pilot and demonstration projects the  intensive  . 
monitoring of forest ecosystems will therefore  beco~e  an important element of the Community · 
scheme.  _  ·  _  . 
After  an  initial  phase  mainly  covering  the  installation  of the  intensive  monitoring  plots 
(infrastructure)  this part of the scheme ·will now in  most regions of the Community enter its · 
operational phase with the systematic collection of  data, including important activities of  sampling 
{soil,  depositions,  needles/leafs etc.),  collection of meteorological  data,  chemical  analysis of 
samples  etc.  In  certains  regions  the  network  for  intensive  monitoring  will  still  have to be 
completed by additionai plots. The processing-and evaluation of intensive monitoring data by the · 
: Commission will start. in  1996.  All these  ac~ivitie~  ·will  mean a. considerable increase of costs 
when compared with the initial phase when oniy little sampling and analysis was made -on the . 
intensive monitoring plots.  · , 
IV  CONCLUSiONS AND IU;COMMENDATIONS 
Forest damage is caused by a number of  cemplex factors. Ap8rt from  the eontinuing impact of · 
trans  boundary air pollution, 'it is to be feared· that futUre  pressures on  forests are likely such as 
'for example climatic changes arising from global warming. The benefits of  an efficient protection 
of  forests  ·against  these  transbounda.ry  damage  factors'  must  be  considered  as  vital  for 
enviro~ental  ·as well as for soeio-«;lCCnoinic reason8; with effects on the Community as a whole. 
Due to the transboundary character a Community intervention Is essential in order to help Member 
States ·to carry· out the nece~saty  monitoring activities and to allow the processing and evaluation . 
of monitoring results at Community level.  . 
In  order tocontinue the observations which have started on the Community networks, to allow 
the completion of  the intensive forest ecosystems monitoring network and the full implementation 
of all  agreed common monitoring activities on this network, to evaluate the monitoring results · 
obtained from  the two netWorks and to derive the necessary conclusions and recommendations 
for  the future  protection .  and  management of European  forests, :it  is  proposed  to  exten~ the 
. existing sc~eme for five additional yearS (1997 to 200 I). 
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1.  'TITLE OF OPERATION 
...  Proposal for ·ari  extensi~n of  th~: Community scheme on 'the protection.ofCo.:0rltunity's forests. 
against atmosph~ric pollution  - · · ·  · ·  ·.  ·  ·  ·  · 
i .  BUDGET HEADIN~  INVOLVED 
-...  '  ' 
'  }·  ..  · 
B2-51SO, FORESTS-.·-
.  '  ~( . 
3 •. ·  . LEGAL BASIS 
',· 
·Articles 43 of the Treaty;  .  ,  .  .  '·  · _ 
Council Regulation ·(EEC) No 3?28/86
7 of.l7 November 1986 on the protection of  (orests against . .  . 
. .  atmospheric' pollution: amended by theCouncilpri 29 May 1989 With Council Regulation (EEC)  · 
···  No  1613/89
8 and extended. by the c6uricil ori 23 Jill)'  199~  _.with- Co~ncil Regulation (EEC) .N°  ·. 
2157/929•  '  '  "  '  '.'  :  ,'  ''  .  ::  -- '  .  :  ':  .  '  '  •  ~·  '  '  -
·,  4  •.  ,:  DEscRIPTioN OF PPERATtON . 
1,: 
•  '  I  ' 
'  ' 
The  schemer was  established ·by_ the Council in )986· in order· topro~t  the.  fo~sts ··iit  the..  . 
Community against attnospheric pollutioQ and hereby to eon  tribute, irr particular,  ~o safegi.tarding ,  · .. 
the  produetiv~ eotential of  agriculture~  .  .  .  '  - '  ' ' '  . 
· In order to ·c~ntinue.  the. observati~ris which have ~ed,  on ·the Ccimmuni~  ~etworks; to ;a,llow . 
the ~mpletion  of  the, intensive foreSt eCosystems monitoring network and the full unplementation-
of all.agn,ed' co~mon  mo~itoring a:cti~ities on thiS n~ork, to evaluate the monitOring, results 
obtained ·.from  the two networks and to derive ti;J,e  necessary eonclusions. and  recoritmeridatlons ·  . 
for  the  future  proteetion  and 'management  of.'Eu~Pea'n-forestS,  itis proposed  tO  extend the · 
existing scheme fo'dive:'additional  y~;(l997'to  :2001).  . '  '  .  ''  ...  , 
'  .  ~  '  .  .  .  .  :  '  ·:  . 
P'eriod covered 
FiJ;St  ~eri~  ·of 5  ~~·-(Council  :'Reg1Jhition (EEC) ~o.  3sd~t86):. ·  t'9ST - 199}; . 
. seCond. period 'of 5 years (Council Regulation.(EEC) No.  2157/92):  1992-1996. 
Prooose<rextension:'I997·--200J ..  · ··  '.-.. ·.· ..  ·:  ..  ·:  >·;;  ·  ·-·  . 
NoQ.e ·mandat()ry·expense,s;  . 
bifferentialed  app!opriilt~~ns. 
Type of revenue 8imCd: .none. · 
.  .,  . :.  ' 
;:· 
.. :  ,'  .·  .. ·. 
~ ...  -.. 
.·' '· 
.·: ·::. 
..  ~  '  ·.  ·,. 
7  . '  '  ..  ·.  '  .  . ·  .... 
OJ  No L 326; 21.1l.l986  · 
8bJ  No L 16S!  15.6:.1?89  · 
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6.  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE 
Reimboursement  of . 50%  of effective  expenditures  made  for  the  carrying  out of projects 
previously approved by the Commission after con:sul ..  ion of  the Standing Forestry Committee. 
Coordination and monitoring of  the scheme: Expert meetings, technical and scientific assistance 
to the Commission for the processing and evaluation of  data and the reporting (see also point 7). 
7  •. 
7.1 
FINANCIAL IMPACT  .  .  . 
Calculation of the total cost of  .the scheme 
A maximum financial contribution (oo-financing) of 50% of the approved expenses is p<>ssible 
for projects submitted by the Members States. to the Commission in the fields of  · 
periodic inventory,  . ,  ·  · 
intensive and continuous monitoring of  forest ecosystems, 
experimental and pilot projects.  · 
The Commission is  res~nsible  .  for  coordinating and .  monitoring the scheme.  In  this context 
activities  such as  expert meetings; the processing and evaluation of monitoring data and the 
reporting· of monitoring results, including technical and scientific assistance to th_e  Commission 
in this field are financed in full (100%).  '- · 
E~timated Community cO~  per year during extension period (budget line: B2~5150,·  FORESTS):  .  . 
periodi~ inventory (R~g. No.  1696/87
10
)  ·. 
..  intensive monitoring (Reg. No.  1091194
11
) 
~perimental and pilot projects (Reg. No. 3528/86) 
- evaluation, coordination, etc: 
1,0 MECU 
5,0 MECU 
1,5 MECU 
0,5 MECU 
• 
••. ~·~  ••.  -;~ ...  -~---~· ..  ,1 .... 
Total costs (per year)  8,0 MECU · 
Total ~o~ts for the proposed extension period  40,0 MECU 
This amount is  estimated  necessary for  the continuation and  the  full  implementation  of the 
Community scheme taking into aCC9unt the recent extension of  the EU and the 'results obtaine4 
during the past l 0 years period of the scheme. 
The extension of  the Union by Austria, Finland and Sweden lead to a doubling of  the forest area. 
Consequently, the activities in the field of  the protection of  forests against atmospheric pollution 
including notably the extension of the-monitoring netWorks (installation of plots), the efforts of 
data collection (observation and analysis) and the carrying _out of  pilot and demons~on  projects 
· have increased considerably, as well 'as the need for co-financing by the Communit)'. 
1001 No  L 161, 22.6.1987 
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7.2  Estimated breakdown o"! approjniadons for commitment for the period ·199'7 to 2001 
by tYP of action '(in MECU) .  . .  .  "  . .  .  .  '·  .  .  . 
·breakdown' 
'article 2 
p~je~l2 
article 4-
projects~3 
1997 
,,6,0 
1;5  ' 
coordirurtiori.  0,5  . 
evaJuai:ioit . 
etc. 
total  8,0 
1998 
1;5 
0,5 
8;0 
.. 1999  2001  total 
.6,0  6,0  6,0 
i,5  . 1,5 .  7,5'' 
0,5.  :0,5.'  0,5 
8,0  8,0  8,0 
.  . 
7.3  Estilnated• breakdown or  appropriations for c:o.Dmitm~nt and payments for the period . 
1997 to::2004·  (in MECU)14  ·  ·.  ·  ·  . 
I 
'199i'  '1998  1999  2000  2()()1  total 
approp.  for.  .8,0  8,0  ·.  8,0·  8,0  8,0  ·.  4Q 
coininitmen~ 
.•-·' ..  .:  .' 
approp.  for 
paymc:nt5  ·-
1997.  ..  Q,5  0,5 . 
2,5  0,5 
:'· 
\.  1998 ..  ..  ,  .  3,0 
2,5  ,2;5,_  ·o,5 
.  . 
1999  .  5,5 
·2,5  .  ·.  2,5  2,5  '"0 5 
'· 
2000  '  '8,0 
.. 
2001  2;5·,  2,5  2,5-:  0,5  8,0 
2002  2,5  . '2;5.  :.  ,2,5  7,5 
2003  2~5  2,5  5,0 
2004.  2,5  2,5 
8,Q  .··8,0 
; 
8,0  8;0'  total  ·s,o 
~  40,0 
~ .... 
·.-~ 
8. FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES  .  .  .  /  . 
·,  .  . •  .  • .•  •  • - • •  ;  .- • •  .  r  •  .  .  .  : ..•  -~  :;  .  ,  •  .  •••• •  .. • ••• -.  :  • .  •  •  .  .  •  .  .  •  t. 
Field ~ins~tions are C&!ied  out ,on the execution of the aecepted  p~jec~ and,:firiancial. aspects  . 
::~  veiifi~ in, d~tail.  · "'. 
... 
., ... 
. .  _;·-' 
· .. 
·  ~·! 2 Extensi.ve and  intensive  ~onitoring projects 'according  to. ar~.  2  o~  ·Reg:  No.' 3528/86 
,  .  13'  .  .  :  .  .  .  .  ·.  .  .  '·  '  '  .  ,  ·.  .  . .  .·  .  .  '  '  .  . .. 
· .. ·pilot and demonstration projects· according to _art ..  4  of  Reg.  No.  3528/86 :. 
.  14- :  .  . ·.  .  . .  .  ·,  .  .  . 
. . rough  estimat~ based·  .. on  alr~ady,  available  experience 
.. ! 
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9  ELEMENTS OF COST EFFEC':fiVENESS ANALYS~ 
9.1  · Specific objectives a~d target group 
9.1.1 Specific objectives 
Based on the general objectives (see chapter 4) the following specific objectives hav~  been aimed 
and reached:  : 
the establishment of  a Community-wide network of  observation points and the execution of 
periodic surveys of  forest damage  (ineltiding  a  soil and foliar survey) following common 
methodologies (Council Regulation (EEC) No.  3528/86 and  Commission Regulation (EEC No. 
1696/87).  .  .  .  ...  . 
This network is recogoized as being of vital  importance in tenns of assessjng the extent ·of. 
. forest damage and monitoring forest condition in Europe.  · 
From more than 3000 plots covermg the whole forest area of the Community infonnation is 
collected  and  data  are  submitted ·to  the Commission (annual  fore.st  damage  ~urvey, soil 
condition inventory, survey of  the chemical content of needles and leaves). In most Member 
States a more intensive grid .is applied,  using the same methOdology for the assessment of 
forest ·condition. The. results of the surveys are. published on yearly basis in the .series of the . · 
Forest Condition in Europe.  · 
the ~stablishment of  a network of  intensive forest ecosystem monitoring plots,· the execution of . 
surveys on these plots following common. methodologies for sampling and analysis and the 
evaluation and reporting of  monitoring results (Council Regulation (EEC) No.  2157192 and 
Commission Regulation (EC) No.  1091/94).  · 
In  1995 the installation phase of the intensive monitoring netWork was completed to a large 
extend. Throughout the EU approximately.450plqts have been installed. Additional  .. plots are 
1 
· expected 'to be installed and monitOred in certains partS of  the EU which will lead _to  a more 
representative coverage of the  Commu~ity's forest regions.  After 8n  initial phase covering 
mainly the selection and installation of  the intensive monitoring plots and the deve~opment  .of 
systematic collection and analysis of samples (1992 :to  1995)this network is now enteriJ)g its 
fully operational· phase. The Commission played an important role in the development of  this 
programme and will have to coordinate the common activities in this field.  The Commission 
also undertakes the _processing and evaluation of  the data submitted, as well as the preparation 
of periodic reports  · 
co:firuincing  of experiments  in  the  field  and pilot  or  demonstration  projects  (Council 
· · Regulation (EEC) No.  $528186)  . 
· Member States are encouraged to undertake projects to improve the knowledge on the impacts 
of atmospheric pollution on forest ecosystems, to improve observation methods and to stUdy 
possibilities for  restoring damaged forests.  Between 1987 and 1996 more than ioo  projects 
have been co-financed  in  this field.  The results of these projects have been used to -improve 
. observation and monitoring methods (including common methOds for 'the intensive monitoring; 
e.g. remote sensing applications, soil solution analysis) and to devise restoration methods for 
damaged forests.  ' 
9.1.2 Target group 
The  Community scheme aimes at the protection  of Community's forests  against atmospheric 
_ pollution  in  order  to  maintain their  economic,  social  and  ecological  functions  for  the  whole 
Comm4nity population and  also  ~or future  generations.  ' 
Protection of  ·the  economic  value of  forests:  Forest owners  as  well  as  the forest  and  timber 
industry (including employment in the forestry and timber sector) depen!i on good forest condition 
.  .  . 
'· 
I ·-: .. 
''.  ·:  '  l 
,, 
.  ·.'  .  '; ·-... 
'·· 
aJ1d  sustained supply of timber. In addition several other sectors (e.g. transpOrt, tourism) are to 
be mentioned in'this context.  .  . 
Protection oj  social value of  forests:  Directly or indirectly _the  whole  Population (and  future 
generations) takes profit,  inter alia, froin  the 'following "servicestt of  forest ecosystems:. 
. · .  proteCtion of  .the recreational:  fuDCtions of  forests,  · 
- maintanance of  runlJ  employment.  · 
Protection of  ecological value of  forests: 
Directly or indirectly the whole population also takes profit from the following· values of  forests: 
proteCtion of ground water,  .  - __ 
- protection against avalanches, rockfalls etc. (population in mountainous regions),. 
protection against climatic change (forest ecosystems'are 'considerable sinks of  carbon; forest 
damage and  forest deeline lead to  .emission~ of  C02 which is expected to increase the so called 
itgreenhouse effect").  · 
In addition forests are safeguarding a lot of.  varieties of plants and animals. This contribution to 
the conservation of  biodive..Sity cannot be expressed-in- fmancial 'tertns. Nevertheless this value 
'is ofvital importance.  ·,  .  .  . 
9.i  Justification of the action 
Forest damage 'is cauSed by a number ofcomplex factors.  Apart from  the Continuing impact of 
. trarisboundary air pollution, it is to be feared  that future  pressures on forests ·are likely such as 
for example climatic changes arising from global warming. The benefits ofan efficient protection 
of forests  against  these  transboundary  damage . factors  must  be  considered  as  .vital  for 
environmental as well as for socio-economic reascms, with effects on the Community as a whole. 
At the beginning of  the eighties forest damage caused by atmospheric pollution lead to important · 
international activities, including the establishment of  the International Cooperative Programme 
on Assessment and MonitoringofAir Pollution Effects on Forests (ICP Forests). In  1986, at the 
Internationill Conference on Trees and Forests (SILVA, Paris), the· European Hea~s  of  States and . 
Governments  insisted on  the  pressing  need  to act  in  un~on beyond  national  border8  for  the 
conversation of  forests. The ·commori responsibility for and ·the transboundary character of  forest 
protection _was  also  recognized  in  ·1990  in  Strasbourg  by  most  European  countries  and  the 
European·· Community at the 1st Ministerial ConferenCe on the Protection of Forests in  Europe. 
In· the foilowing years the general awareness of  tl:te fragility of  many European forest ecosystems 
justified the continuation and the strengthening of the activities already undertaken.  ' 
.  I  .  . 
At the Strasbourg Conference  in  1990, ,the  partiCipating  States and the European Community 
adopted a Resolution which, among others,  recognized the  necessity of identifying  long term 
trends  in  the ·condition and  health of  forests and strengthening efforts  in the forest  ecosystem 
monitoring.· Following this Resolution, such monitoring :should rely· simultanously on two levels 
of permanent'  sample plots: sample plots for elementary systematic monitoring and sample plots 
for  intensive monitoring.  .  .  . 
Inl992 (Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2157/n) the Community action in this field was adapted 
by the Council in order to help Member States to implement forest monitoring as foreseen by the 
Strasbourg Resolution and  to eval~ate monitoring  resul~s at Community level.  . 
As a conclusio~ it must be stressed that the role of the Comni.unity in this context is to contr.ibute 
to  tlie' implementation of atransboundary programme  for the protection of  forests  by helping 
14 ;  i 
Member States to carry out the necessary monitoring activities and to implement projects aiming 
· to improve the protection of forests againSt atmospheric pollution. 
Due to the .transboundary character of the efforts angaged, a Community intervention is .essential 
for  supplementing  Member  States  efforts  and  allowing  the  processing  and  evaluation  of 
monitoring data at Community level. In this context the role of the Commission is to coordinate 
the activities, to sythesize and evaluate the results obtained and to further develop the programme 
together with the Member States.  · 
. 9.3 Follow-up and evaluation of the scheme 
9.3.1 Indicators of performance 
Output indicators 
- General  implementation/progress of the scheme (number  of observation  plots,  number of 
projects, provision of monitoring data and results of pilot and demonstration projects etc.),  · 
- evolution of  requests from Member States for co-financing of  new projects (number of  projects 
submitted; financial aid requested/grante4), 
~  relations  and  coherence  with  international  programmes· (follow-up  of the  Ministerial 
Conferences on the Protection of Forests in Europe, UNCED etc.), 
- evolution of the relationships with other organizations working in the field of the protection 
of forests. 
Impact indicators 
- Progress in the knowledge on air pollution effects on forests, 
progress in the development of methods for the monitoring of air pollution effects on forests 
and the restoration of damaged forests, 
information on forest condition in Europe as, published in the annual Forest Condition Report, 
provision of detailed information on air pollution effects on forest ecosystems (effeets on soil 
chemistry, physiologicaJ conditions, cause-effect relationships, etc.). 
9.3.2 Modalities and frequency of evaluation 
The  progress  of work  is  analysed  permanently  by the Commission and  its  Standing Forestry 
Committee (Working Group on Atmospheric Pollution). 
The requests of the Member States for co-financing of projects (number of projects,  financial 
support requested, nature and aims of  projects) are verified annually. The progress of  co-financed 
projects is monitored systematically and field  inspections including financial control are carried 
out. 
The results of the different  parts of the scheme are reviewed permanently and  published in  the 
annual  Report  on  Forest  Condition  in  Europe  and  additional  technical  reports.  Possible 
improvements and further development of  the scheme are discussed within the Standing Forestry 
Committee and  its technical subgroups. 
10  Administrative costs 
- One national expert (full time),  . 
- one official  (category A;  part time), 
- one official (category B; part time), · 
- one official  (category C,  part time). 
15 
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B. COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 21S8/92 on protecti~o· of the Community's forests 
..  ·  ·  ~gainst fire  ·  ·  · 
'.: 
.  ) 
,.· 
.·. 
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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1. Community  measures  to  protect  forests  against  fire,  provided  for  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 2158/92 (on the basis of Articles 43  and  130s(l) of the Treaty) expire on 31  December 
1996. The Commission, as provided for in its 1996 Programme (agriculture and fisheries),  is 
to submit to Parliament and the Council a proposal for the extension of these measures for a 
new five-year period (1997-2001). 
2. The aim of  the Regulation is to contribute to the efforts of  the Member. ~tate~ to prevent forest 
fires  while at the same time ensuring that forestry  measures financed  by the Community in 
areas at risk from  fire are consistent. It also provides for the development of  close cooperation 
between the Member States and the Commission within the Standing Forestry Committee and 
for  the  creation  of a  Community system  of information  on  forest  fires  to  permit  better 
evaluation of measures to protect forests against fire. 
· 3. At the end of the five years of application, nearly one half of Community forests have been 
classified as areas at risk from fires. The Member-States concerned have submitted their forest-
fire  protection plans for the areas at risk. Assistance of  ECU 63  million has been granted for 
more than 480 fire-prevention  projects provided for in the protection plans. Community-wide 
cooperation  has  been  established to. analyse the causes of fires  and  to  improve  protection 
systems. The results of the Com~unity  system of information on forest fires show that this  i~ 
an  excellent tool for the evaluation of measures. 
4. Extension of  the measures complies with the principles of subsidiarity and  proportionality: 
- The measures have shown their effectiveness in helping to improve the protection systems 
of the  Member States,  which  have  been  brought  up  to  date,  in  particular,  'through  the 
Community system of information on forest fires (see implementation report and financial 
statement). 
- A considerable problem still remains for the Union's forests and Community measures are 
a necessity. Fires continue to cause serious damage to ecosystems (erosion, desertification), 
cause considerable economic losses in agriculture and forestry and, of course, threaten the 
safety  of people  and  property.· Fires  restrict  the  long-term  development  of 60 million 
hectares  of Community  forests  and  could  also  affect  the  European  climate  (loss  of 
significant carbon-storage  capacity,  production of greenhouse gases),  showing the cross-
border nature of this problem. 
- An extension of  the measures will permit continued financial support for national measures 
taken by the Member States to protect forests, while providing a suitable framework for the 
pursuit of Community and inter-regional measures to achieve a  better evaluation of the 
origin of fires and of preventive measures. 
5.  The  consistency of the  measures ·and  their  extension  with  Community  agricz;ltural  and 
structural policies is ensured by asking the Member States for guarantees that afforestation  in 
areas  at  risk  carried  out  through  Community  funding  is  protected  against  forest  fires . 
.  Consistency with environmental policy is also ensured; the measures directly fulfil· a number 
of the commitments made by the Community in Rio de Janeiro at the 1992 World Conference 
on Environment and Development and at the two pan-European ministerial conferences on the 
protection of EuropeaQ  forests (Strasbourg in  1990 and Helsinki in  1993). 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) No 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 2158/92 .on protection of the'Commtinity's forests against fire 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .· 
· THE COUNCIL OF mE EuROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establi~hing  .the EUJ:'opean Community, and in palticular Article'43 
thereof; 
Having ~gatd. to the proposa! from  the Commission  1, 
'  . 
Having regard to the opinion of  the European Parliamenf, 
.  .  . 
H~ving regard to the opinion of the Economic ·and  So~i~l Committee
3
, 
Whereas  the first.  peri'od  of application of Regulation (EEC) No 21.5S/92  <:~f23 July 1992  on 
protection of  the Community's fo~sts against fire
4  expi~s on3l Dece~ber 1996; 
Whereas forests play·an essential part in maintaining fundamental balances, particularly as regards 
the  soil,  water  resources,  climate,· flora  and  fatlna;  ,whereas  those  ecological  balances  are 
indispensable. for sustainable awicultti~e and the management of rural  areas; 
Whereas the conservation of  the forest ecosystems is important for its economic·, ecological and· 
social  functions and  contributes  in  parti~ular to  s~feguard the social function  for those people 
.  .  .  . 
working in  agricul~re and in  rural  areas; . 
·]  OJ.No C 
201 No C 
30J No C 
40J No L 2.17,  3.1.7.1992, p.  3 . 
.  ~'  . Whereas  the  European  Union  attaches  particular  importance  to  the  protection of its  forest 
resources; whereas it has undertaken international commitments on the sustainable development 
of  forests and the protection of  forest regions, in particular during the United Nations. Conference 
on the Environment and Development in  Rio de Janeiro in  1992 and at the two Pan-European 
Ministerial Conferences on the protection of European  forests  in  Strasbourg  in  1990 and  in 
Helsinki in  1993; whereas the Community scheme for the protection of forests  against fire' as'""" 
provided for by Regulation (EC) No 2158/92 helps to fulfil  those undertakings; 
. Whereas, pursuant to that Regulation, 60 million hectares of forest, equivalent to about a half of 
European forests, have been classified as fire-risk zones; 
Whereas fires  continue to restrict the sustainable development of forests in fire-risk  zones, thus 
reducing  the  contribution  of forests  to  the  development  of sustainable .  agriculture  and  the 
management of rural areas; 
Whereas protecting forests  against fire  therefore directly contributes to the achievement of the 
'  ' 
objectives laid down in Article 39 (1) (b) of the Treaty; 
Whereas the Community system of informatipn  on  forest  fires  established under Article 5 of · 
Regulation (EC) No 2158/92 has permitted the development of  Community cooperation on  forest 
fires;  whereas  the development of that system will  provide an  effective  instrument for  better 
evaluating forest-fire  protection measures and for better analysing the causes of fires; 
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Whereas, therefore, the Community scheme for the protection of forests against fire defined by 
Regulation (EEC) No 2158/92 should be ~ntinued, in particular to $trengthen the consistertcy of. 
..  .  .  .  '  ,  . .  .  .  . 
forest measures fin~ced in fire-risk zones, to reinforCe the fight against the causes of fires and 
to im·p~ve prevention and monitoring s}tstems; whereas, therefore, provision ~bould  be made for 
. extending the scheme laid down  in Regulation (EC~No  llSS/92, ~  amen~ed  by this  Reg~Jation, 
for  fi~e years from'  I January 1997, thus  b~ging.·  the ~tiration of the ·progrartutie to ten yWs 
.  . .  :  .  :.  .  .  . '  ~  .  .  ~  ·'  .  .  .  .  .  ~  . 
from  1 January 1992; 
~ereas·  it  is estimated that ECU 70· million Will.'be  n~ary  to ·implement the programme 
during the seci>nd period, 
HAS ADOP'Ilm TinS REGULATION:· 
'I 
Article l 
Regulation(EEC)·No 2158/92 is hereby amended~·  follows: .. 
·.  .  '  .  .  '  •  .  .  1  '  ·'  •  •  ·.• 
Article. 10 ( ~) and (2) are  ~pl~ced by the following: 
, "l.  The scheme. shall run for five years from  1 January 1997. 
2.  The amount of  Comm~nity  fin~c.ial resources  dee~ed neeessary for the  impltimentation of· 
the· scheme  is ECU '70 milHori'' for the period 1997-2'00 i. ":.: 
.Article 2 
This. Reg\ilation shall enter intoforee on. the third dayfollowlng its publication in the Official. 
.  ,.  .  ...  ·  ..  '·  ·.  "•  '  ...  . 
Jou~nal of the European  Commu~ities  . 
. This Regula:iicm shall be  bit~ding,in  ·its ,~ntiret}r:an(Ldirectly app,licable in. aU Member States .. 
Done at Brussels,  For  the Council 
2() 
.  ',, 
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REPORT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF REGULATION CEEC) No 1158/92 ON 
PROTECTION OF THE COMMuNITY'S FORESTS AGAINST FIRE 
1.  The aim of Council Regulation (EEC) No 21S8/92s was to help Member States improve the 
protection of  their forests· against fi~. by: 
- concentrating Community preventive measures in areas at risk from fire, 
- asking Member States to submit to the Commission their overall forest-fire protection plans, 
- reserving Community financing for fire-prevention  projects and projects to analyse causes 
provided for in the plans and varying the Community contribution on the basis of  the degree 
. of risk, 
- making funding for all Community  forestry measures in high- and medium-risk areas subject 
to the approval of  the plans,· 
- creating  a  Community system of information  on forest  frres  while  improving  national 
systems; the detailed rules of  application were laid down by Commission Regulation (EC) 
No ,804/94
6
• 
There is close cooperation with the Standing Forestry Committee. 
Results of implementation of the measure 
2. Areas at risk from tire (Article 2 of  the Regulation) 
The  Commission has  approved  the  lists  of areas  of high and  medium  risk  SQbmitted  by 
.  I 
Po~gal, Spain, France, Italy, Greece :and Germany (figure  1 in the Annex), making a total of 
60 million hectares at risk from  fire (nearly one half of the Community's forests),  of which 
60% is privately owned and 40% publicly owned. 
3. Forest-tire protection plans (Article 3 of the Regulation) 
The  Commission has  issued  favourable  opinions on  79  of the  forest-fire  protection  plans 
submitt~d by  the  Mem-ber  States.  These  plans,  covering  almost  all  the  areas  of high  and 
5 OJ No L 217, 31.7.1992. 
6  OJ No L 93,  12.4.1994. 
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medium risk, are particularly important tools, describing the measures taken by the Member 
.. States to protect their forests, .  thus giving improved  guarantees of the .  success· of forestry . 
meas'-'res co-financed by the European Uriion .. 
4. Preventive measures (Article 4 of  the Regulation) 
For the period 1992-96, 480 projects submitted by the Member States were approved, involving 
a total ofECU 62.9 million. The following tablegives a breakdown ofthe ~umbers  of projects 
approved and the amount~ involved for each Member State over the periOd concerned .. 
D  EL  E  F  IRL  1  p' ..  TOTAL  ... 
' 
Assistance  '. 
grante4  3.8  '  12.8  11.7  11.5  0.1  12.7'  10.3  62.9 
' 
(ECU 
million) 
){umberof. 
projects  38  54  57  199  3  40  89  480 
., 
'.·, 
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Itemised breakdown of rost 
-
Measures  Assistance granted (ECU  % 
million) 
Projects to combat causes and  8,0  13,0 
information campaigns 
.  Prevention projects  30,3  48,0 
Monitoring projects  ' 18,6  30,0 
Information-system projects, etc ·  ' 6,0  9,0 
Total  62,9  100,0 
A total of 31% of the demand from Member States was satisfied. During the first five 
years, 858 projects were submitted for· which a total of ECU 201  million was requested. 
Quantitative details of  a number of  measures funded: 
•254 information campaigns,  11  437 ha of  fire-breaks,  13 534 ha of  shrub -clearance, 
12 005 km of  tracks,  1 15  2 water supply points, 8 848 communication posts, 151  watch 
towers,  5 226 persons trained,  etc; 
•.97% of  the assistance was granted in areas of  high risk and 3% in areas of  medium risk, 
•5% of  the assistance was granted for publicly ownedforests, 10%for privately owned 
forests and 85% in mixed areas (public/private). 
Qualitative details of  a number of  measures funded,  by way of  examples: 
•in Portugal,  the measures meant that 20% of  expenditure on prevention could be pw't-
.financed whereas the  .~'tructural Funds provide practically no assistance; 
t • 
•in  France,  the  Regulation  has become  an  essential  '!leans  ofl.allowing.. professional 
organizations responsible for privately owned forests. in. western France to finance fire'- · 
prevention measures; 
•in Spain;  the  measures  have permitted the financing of major national information 
·.  .  campaigns  targeting  the  r,ural population  to. make ·  the7r1. aware  of risky agricultural 
.  .  .  .  "  ' 
practices (range fires);, 
.  .  .  .  .  }  . 
•in  Germany,  in  the  new  Lander,  the  measures  have in parti~ular allowed for  the 
re.furbishl!lent of  practically the whole forest-fire surveillance network, which ha~  become 
completely outdated 
All the measures for which assistance was granted were included in the overall protection 
.  .  .  . 
plans as provided for in Article 4(3) of Regulation (EEC) No:2158/92. There seems to 
have .been a fairly even regional distribution and this reflected .the applications made by 
the Member States. Several stUdies· into the cauSes of fires were carriect out in Porhigal, ·  · 
Spain, Greece arid France (13% of  the appropriations allocated for the  Regul~tion). The 
projects are hlgh  added-~alue proje~ts. The cost is  s~all but.their potentiai multiplier 
'  ' 
effect is considerable. A total of  48% of the appropriations were allocated· to prevention 
'  .  .  .  .  .  . 
infrastructures and 30% to monitoring ope~atiori:s. These two types of  measure ~e  of  vital 
'  .  '·  .  '.  .  '  -·  '  .'.  .  . 
. Importance for  increasing the .  effective~ess offite-fighting measures once a. fire breaks 
-'  .  .  .  .  ' 
out.· 
Giving  consideration  to  the  whole  system  of protection,  i.e.  studies  of the  causes,. 
'  ' 
improving preventive measiu-es,  monitoring  and  m.easmes• to fight  fi~es,  is  therefore 
essential to achieve more effective use· of national and CommunitY fun~ing. 
S.The Community information system on  fOrest-fire;  (Article 5  oft~e Regu{ation) 
The  Community ·  information  system  . on  forest-fires ·  currently  covers 
211  provinces/departments  of Portugal,  Spain,  France,  Italy  and  Greece.  It  contains 
I 
information on 400.000 fires recorded between 1 January 1985 and  31  December 1994 
involving  a  totill. of five  million hectares.  The  information  on·· the  provinces in th9se 
·.Member States not yet covered as  weli as for Germany will be  p~ocess~d· shortly. 
24 .  - ,- - ---- .. -- -- .  .  , 
Analysis of this information first of all shows that forest fires are not a rarely occurring 
disaster but rather a daily problem for which the Member States must have appropriate 
protection strategies: in ten years, no more than twenty days have passed without a fire; 
on some days, a fire breaks out every two minutes. 
Over the past ten years,  there has been a  steady improvement in the  effectiveness of 
measures  to  combat fires  implemented  by  the  Member States  and,  therefore,  by the 
European Union. The area burned appears to be on a downward trend (figure 2) and the 
area· affected by each fife has shrunk sharply (figure  3)~ The time taken by fire-fighting 
teams to intervene has been reduced (figure 4,) as has the duration of fires. 
Nevertheless, the marked increase in the number of  fires (figure 5) is worrying and shows 
the need to strengthen measures to combat the cause of fires,  particularly as still more : 
than 53% of fires are of unknown origin. 
The information system can give useful clues to the types of Community and national 
measures to be developed in different regions, the situation obviously varying from one  , 
region to another (figure 6). Generally speaking, the summer is the period of  highest risk 
of fires  (67% of fires and 79% of the area affected) and during that period monitoring 
and fire-fighting systems must be at their most effective. However, in more than 10% of 
,- pro~inces, particularly in mountain areas, fires mainly break out in winter, showing that 
specific causes are at work which must be addressed with specific measures. 
In those  regions where  the problem is  the number of fires,  more importance  must be 
given to  attacking the  causes of fires.  In others,  where the average  size of the areas 
affected by fires is large, protective measures must be strengthened. 
The  Community system of information on forest  fires  was  taken  as  the  basis for  the 
creation  of a  Europe-wide  network  of databases  on  forest  fires  by  the  Strasbourg 
ministerial conference on the protection of European forests in 1990. The report of the 
prepar~tory study  for the  installation  of the  system  was  published  by  the  Office  for 
25 
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.  Offici~d  ~ublications of the  European  Com:munitie$  in  April  1996 ..  · It reflects  the 
following observations and prospects. 
.  .  . .  . .  . 
6.Contacts with agricultural organizations: although the origin of  a large num~er  of  fires 
is to be  found in the profound changes taking, place in rural· society,  farmers  have an 
e~sential roles ·to  play  in  protecting  rural' society .and  fo~ests. At  the  initiative of the 
.  .  .  ·,  .  .  .  .  -
Spanish  Young  Fa.rlners'  Association  (ASAJA  - Sevilla)  and  in  cooperation  with 
.  agricultural  organi~tions, an  important 11eminar  (co-financed under  Regulation (EEC) 
No 2158/92)  was held  in ·Seville  in  October  1993  with  the  aim  of developing  the 
important role played by farmers and reducing the negative effects of  certain stockfarming 
practices. It brought together, for the first time, as well as farmers' unions, representatives 
from the Standing Forestry Committee; the Co:mmission and the European Parliament and 
it ·is an initiative the participants would like to pilrs'!.e. 
\ 
Conclusions on the imple~entation of Regulation (EEC)·No 2158/92. 
The Community measures, complementing those of  Member States, have helped improve 
. measures  to ..  pr~vent .  forest  fires  and  provide .  better  guarantees  and  better  direct 
Community funding for forest areas ·at risk from fire . 
•  !  . 
.  ~  .  . 
Implemented in close cooperation with tht:  ~tanding Forc::stry Committee, they have also 
led to a greater understanding of why fires break out,  in particular through'·the creation 
. of the 'system of  information on forest fires, which is an effective tool for evaiuating the 
.  I  ,  :-·  :  .  ,  •  .·.,  ('  ' 
measures implemented. The sy~tem also provides gu~delines for the· development of  new 
'  I  •  ' 
forest-protection strategies:·. 
.  i 
· ... '  . 
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'FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
1.  TITLE OF OPERATION 
Extension of Community measures to  protect forests against fire. 
2.  BUDGET HEADING INVOLVED 
B2-5150 Forests 
3.  LEGAL BASIS 
Articles 43  of the Treaty. 
'. 
Regulation (EEC) No 2158/92 of23 July 1992 on protection ofthe Community's 
forests against fire
7
,  which expires on 31  December 1996. 
The proposal is to' extend the Regulation for afurther five years (1997-2001). 
4.  DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
4.1.General objective 
The aim of  the measures is to improve the protection of European forests against 
fire.  One  third  of European  forests  are  threatened  by  fire,  which  each  year 
destroys  thousands  of hectares,  with  serious  economic,  ecological  and  social 
damage. 
7  OJ No L 217, 31.7.1992. 
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The. extension ·of Regulation (EEC) No 2158/92 is intended to.pursl.lethe ~eastires 
to.  unpr~ve  forest-f~e pr~venrlon ~d  monitOrllig.:gystems ·~d  .bettef comb~t  th~ 
.  .•  .  '.  .  .  •.  :·_·!·  .  ··.  ..  ..  :  .  ':  .  .  .  ···,  .  .  .  .  .·. 
· :causes ·of:fue.·  · ·  ·  · : ·.  ·  .·  · · ·  · ,  .· ·  '· 
,,\' 
·'  -.: 
.  ' . .  -~  ' . 
..:  ~-
:4.2· Peiiod. covered . 
..  ·'· 
.  ~..  . .  .  .  . '  ,.  .  .  . .  .  ·.  .  . I  .  .  .· 
l  January'l-997 .to 3 I December 200 l. -
•.  •  •  •  t  '  •  ~ 
~  •  I 
5; .  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPEI'IDITURE •  . 
•  • J. 
5.1  Non-compulsory 'exp¢nditurtr (N~) 
....  :~  ' 
\·  . 
.• 5.2 Differenti~tcif ap(i~priation~:  (~A)  : . ;  ··. 
.  '·  .· 
=:  , .• 
.  :. 
.  6~  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE 
. See point. 7. ·  ., 
.  -~ _(  . 
,  .. 
\. 
7.  FINANCIAL IMPACT .. 
.  !  .  ~  ·,:  :; 
"I 
I  · . 
7.1.  .  ;·M:etliod of  calculating.-tot~l~o~tof operation 
~  .  .  ~:  '  '· 
\ 
··  ~For  proJects and  p~~[Jran:zmes  su~mitted•hY'  th~ Membe.r States (studies q/ 
. '  th~  'causes. of  .firl!S  arid infon:.Zatio-n  tampaigns;  pf~ventfon 'of  flres. a~d  .  ·. 
. .  'm;nitoring),"  a  lllaxi.niwn C~mm~ity .contnbutio~·- of .30%  b~  50~ .  ; .c 
. -~e~en~ing on the ·degre~ 6f fir~ -~s~ irl-the region.  c~~~errie<l._- ··..  . 
- '· 
''II 
·  F  ~~projects su/Jmitted by. the Member States  f~rp~;suifJg the creation· of· 
.  . '  . ·.,  .~  .  . • • •  t ...  •  .  .  •  .  .  .  ~  .  .  .  . .  .  •  •  ,·  •  •  '  . •  .  .  '.  .  .  ·. .  .  ,.  .. .  . 
the  infor~_ationsystem onforestfires, a maximum  Community  contrib~th)n , 
:".of 15%,  30% or 50% depending''q'rt  thed~gree of fuerisk in th'e  r~gioh . 
. •  ,  I  •  . •  ,  ,  '  .  .  I  .  '.  ~ .. '  '  ·.  '  •  •  I  ,  •  :.  • •  •  '  '  '  .  '  '  ~ •  l  •  •  ' 
'concerned., ·  - · · 
·.  . 
.·  ..  , '·\.. 
··; 
.  ·~  ,·  . "  i.  t 
'· .....  ,._  -::.  '· 
('.' 
,·_. '·[· 
2fi'· 
·, 
" . 
1 ... For  measures  to  coordinate,  evaluate  and  monitor 'the  measures,  !! 
Community contribution of 100%. 
.7.2.  Itemised breakdown of cost 
(ECU million/year for EC) 
Measures  1997  1998  1999  2000  2001  Total 
.. 
Projects ~  combat causes and information 
', 
'· 
campaigns  2.0  2.0  2.0  2.0  2.0  10 
Prevention projects  6.5  6.5  6.5  6.5  6.5  32.5• 
' 
Monitoring projects .  4.5  ~.5  4.5.  4.5  4.5  22.5 
Information-system projects  0.3  0.3  0.3  0.3  0.3  1.5 
Coordination, evaluation· and monitoring ·  0.7  .  0.7  0.7  ··,  0.7  0.7  3.5 
'· 
Total  :  14.0  14.0  1'4.0  14:0  14.0  70 
Total for the period 1997-2001.: ECU  70 million. 
The  proposeq  allocation  between  the  differe~t types  of project  reflects  that  m  the 
application's  submitted  by  the  Member  States during  the-five  years  of application  of 
Regulation (EEC) No  2158/92. 
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7~3. ·  Indicative sched~le 'Of-apprf;priations  .  ...  ,,  :··  ... 
·, 
'  '  .  ' ...  :·· 
Commifmei!t  14  .· 
!lpproprh1tions 
Payment . 
appropriations 
.. 
year  i1 
n+  I 
n  +-2 
:n+ 3.  _. 
n+4 
:  ;:  : 
Subsequent finan<?ial 
years 
TOTAL 
. ·.' 
On-site inspectiorts to verify tiie.  implementation of projects co-financed 'i,y  the -
•  •  •  ,•  I  ;  ·,  ~  <  '  ''  >.  '  •  - .  '  •  •  '  •  .  •  ~  .  '  •  '  .  •  • 
-..  conimllni!Y ~and ~hec~  on finariciat  asp6Qts~  :..  · -
.  . .  '  ·,  :..  .  .  . .. .  .·  .  ~. .  .  ·.  '  - :''  .  .  . :.  ,·  -·  '.  ..  ~ .  ·. 
'. 
, ..  /-
... ,.  ELEMENT~'OF  COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
:  .. 
..,,  ' 
9:1. ·  . · Specific _and  quailtifi~d objectives  --.....  ·  .  .  ..  '  ..  ...  . ' 
'·,' 
'The.lmtg-terin .aifu  of~Commuhl,ty  .fo~est-protectiori ·measures is to ·help 
fv1e~ber siates -fedlice."the. nlim6~rpf  fire~ (by  ~ttacking ·  th~'  c~uses) ·an'd ·. ·,. 
·  ~he·:  ~eas burned. (by  impro,_~ing preven~iori,  ·  ;ionitorin~ ~d-fire- fl~htirig).  · 
.. 
. l. 
··.I 
30 
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~  :  ·. ·~  : ' 
'I 
;.· 
Target population 
Forest fires pose a serious danger tO people and property, including the 
populations of  areas at risk from forest ~  and tourists from the northern 
regions of the Community. Private forest proprietors, local and ·regional 
authorities and those involved in the forestry induStry are also seriously 
affected by the destruction of forests by fires. 
9.2.  Grounds for the operation 
9.2.1 Need for Community financial aitl" 
'The  ·adoption  of  Regulation  . (EEC)  No 2158/92  . permitted  the 
implementation of a Community strategy to protect forests against fires, . 
providing the Member States with Comm_unity assistance for preventive 
measures. (a Community contribution of  ~ouhd  1  0~  to national measures, 
giving  p~otecticin  to.  five  million  hectares  of .  forest)  and  building 
Community-wide  cooperation  to  improve  protection  systems. via  the 
creation of an information system. 
Over the past ten years, the· total area blll'I!ed appe_ars to have been on ·a 
· · downward trend, but the number of fires  is.  increasing. The average. size 
of fires  has  therefore  been  considerably  reduced  (see  point 5  of the 
implementation report) The Community measures, which are now in their 
tenth year, h~ve contributed to the efforts of  the Member States to improve 
national protection systems. The number of fires remains won-ring.  The  · 
study of their causes and the means to oombat ~em  thetef~re remains a 
priority. The measures must consequently be continued. 
The  extension·  of  the  measures  complies  with  the  principles  of 
subsidiarity, solidarity ·and consistency; it complements the preventive 
~I ! ..... 
. ..  -.. 
I. 
'·!  ·• 
:~ 
.;) .. 
.  \  .. 
i  ."\j 
.  ·1,  . 
:·  ~ 
.  ,.· 
:·.  ;_,·; 
.  ·,·_. 
·.J· 
..  measures iaken by th~  ~mber  ~tates and should help introdu~  prev:entive 
.  '•  . -
.. ' ~~ll)munity~wide  cooperation irithis area Will permit ~e  a~hievement o{ 
·: a~_irite~-re~on~l approacll·to fol'f!st  fires,  particclarly to the causes of 
. >rrre~, a high added~vahie  ~eas~.-6,oPer~tion  ~th  farmers~  tinio~  within  . 
.  .  '  .  . . '  '  '  _:...  ·.....  '  ~ 
..  the conimwlity ~ould  atso help unprove the mariagement and ~r~tection  .  .·  .  ·'  ~  .  . .  .  .  '  ..  .  -~ . .  .  .  .  .  .  '  . 
'  of'rutal areas.  .  . 
.  '  ~  :. 
·,  i  ·  . 
. . The. measures are· consistent with: 
..  ·  · * agricultural qmi stroctura/. policies;. the- forest-fire  protection  plahs ·· 
.·  should 'guar~tee better. protection for afforestation and -reafforesU!tio~ . 
.  .  .  ,'  .  . . .  . ·.;  .  ~  ..  .  .  .  . 
carried ~ut as  part  ofne~::  ac~ve afforestation meas~es  flrianced by the 
E~6pean'Union  (  ~ppmximately  -~_:·s~· ffiillion hec~e~-piaimed  ·over:.eight-· 
·.  •.  •  .:  .  •  .  · ..... · •..  ":  ..  _:_,I  : :·  ..  ·.  ..  ..  .  '  .  :  .  •  '  -.  ' 
years.in 'areas af  ~isk from fires);  .  '  . 
* environmental  p~licy/ by·. ·.crintrlbuting < to .·  the . fulfilment  _:of  the 
: .  ·.  .  .  .  ~  .·  . 
Community's international commitments on-the SuStainable development 
.  .  . i .  .  .. '  ·J'  ', ..  : .  ·'  :·-.  :  •  .  . 
. and  prot~~tion.-of  forests:'  .  ' 
-·;.  ·  . .  ·: 
'I'  •  .•  ·\. 
-~  .  ~ 
;  .· 
' : Tli€u~ross:border. ~mp~et. of_forest fires for the whole of the,  E~opea~ 
Union·miistnot be  forgotten~ The prpd~ctio~ of  C02 iii forest firesplus the 
.·.  loss-of capacity toalf~rb.the gas ~d  immobil.ize ~arbon  ~atesult~fthe 
.  . ....  :.  .  .·.·  \  - ..  ·.  · .......  ·- ·-..  ,  ·.' :'  .......  .. 
' sudden:disappearance ·of  l>~<?J11ass' and a.chartge· in 'land-use also ·contribu~e 
'  .  '  .  .  .  .  .:  .  .  •·,  .,  .  . 
to the  gree~o~se effect.  ;:  "  ! 
·~  ·.· ,• 
,,  9.2~2 ·Choice o/lv_ays and means :  ..  ··. 
. .  ~ ;  .  '··.  .  ,'  '  '  ·.  . . 
·- . ' 
Pr~ventlve measures 
:  ,;. 
.  ;  ' 
' .. 
·. >· 
,_...:  .i  ,, 
'. 
·•.  r~ 
. .  ·.; ~- .  32· 
,{: 
'  '·· 
..,  ' 
,·!.,: 
',.,  '. 
..  ' J  r 
In th~ opinion of all the experts, in. areas at risk, prevention is the main 
priority. The Member States affected by this problem all apply; in v~ng 
.degrees, preventive measures. 'l_'he.budgets allocated tO such m~s  are. 
.  .  .  .  \  . 
often .fairly small corisideqng the size of the problem, due, in particular, 
.  to the low-level profitability of  a large p8rt of  the forests at risk, especially 
·, 
'that of  privately owned forests, and the high cost of  fire-fighting pro~siofi. 
· A number of  Community structural programmes· have included pr~venti;ve · 
~easures but the az:eas covered by regional-development measures do not·· 
necessarily include all those areas at risk from f!re. The ~oupt  of  funding 
applied for  by the Member States under. Rt;lgulation  (EEC) No 2158/92 
clearly shows that the preventive measures covered by structural assistance 
do not cover all the needs. · 
The  .~nforinatio"!  sy~tem . 
I  , 
National information systems on forest fires do exist. In the opinion of  the · 
experts, the value of the Community information system is incontestable, 
because of  its Community-Wide and inter-regional approach. Furthermore, 
. the measure establishes a link with other Community policies (environment 
and agriculture>: 
Factors o(uncertainty 
Climatic problems (serious 'droughts and strong winds),, the pressure of. 
tourism and  the abandonment of  farming on increasingly large areas of 
land may alsO increase  th~ areas vulnerable to. fire. 
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9.3.  Monitoring and evaluation of the operation  . .  - '  . '  I:  ,,  ·.  ' 
9.3.1 Performance. indictltors •  ··. •  . 
· •  OUtput  i~i~iztors (measuring activiti~s .used) 
.  .  . 
General. progress made  in· implementiDg· .meaSures,· animal  change ·in 
~pplicatioris. from  Member  States,  devel~p~ent: of the.· ihterdtional 
'  '  .  .·.  .  ..  .  ~  '  . 
.  im~<;t of. the  m~es,  4evelopment Qf relatioQS' with·. on!~tions  '  .  . ·.  .  .  .  :  ... 
. involved m  the proteCtion of  fore~ against fire. 
,·*.ImpaCt 'Indicators (measurfngperformimce against obje~tives) 
'  '  '  .  ..  .·",.  .  . 
· ... · 
. Development of  the ar~  of  the Cbmmunity at risk from f1re, evaluation 
'  . 
of  protectio~ plans submitted by the Member States and consistency with 
f~restry  ·~eaSuies fwuled by.the EV, .number of  pr~jects and am~unt of. 
assis~ce granted .  to. each Member ·State,  assistaiwe ·granted for  each  . · '· · 
.  .  .  .  '  ;  '  ·, 
type .of  ~easure  and degr~e of  risk and thd  deveiopm~nt  thereo-f, aiialysis. 
()r. the  -i~dicators .  ~rovid~d  •. hf ·  the  .. i~foirn~ti~~· system  itseif and·,,· in . 
'  . .  .  .· ..  '  ;'  ,,  '  . '..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  :  .· 
partic~lar, ~hanges in .the. n~b.er of  fires  ~d  the area bu~ed  i~ each 
'M~mber  :  S~te,. dis~briti6~ :of  ·fi;~s  'acc~r~~g  tri\ti~: ~pe  ;~r'.· sutface,':. 
.  ..  .  :  . r  ,  .· ...  ·, ·.  . ,.  .  .  .  :.  .'  .  .·,  . ,  ·.:  ,  .  ..  ;  .  ,  .  ;·  •  ,.-·  .  : .  .'  •  .'·.  ~ 
analysis' <?f call.s•es..  : :· .  '  ...  .  >.  . .:  . 
..  ,  '  ... , 
'  ' 
..  9·3~2 Details and frequency. of ~planned evaluations..· 
·/  . The  system  Of iriformation  on  forest.fir.es,~  information  supplied by the 
:M.e~ber  ~~tes, data gathered in the implementation  ~f  the Regulation.in  .. 
'jrreaS  at risk  from  fire,  th~ plans' and  the  'p~(>ject~ will pe~t annual• 
monitoring of the faCtors. of  inc~rtitude an~ the.  performan~e·.  indicators  . 
. '  .  . .  .  .  ·.  .  .  ;  .. '·.·  :  ·'  .  .  :  . 
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.. 10.  ·ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE,-
- -
The work will be carried out by the permanent staff currently responsible for the 
I  .  .  ,  . 
~easures, Le.  one 'A- and one B-grade offi~ial. 
Expenditure on the  pr~vision of services, in particUlar certain-technical analyses, 
.. for  the  monitoring  and  evaluation :of forest.;fire  protection. plans  and  for_  the-
. continuation of the work on the
1 creation of the Community  inf9rmati~n system 
'  '  .  . 
will  come  under  Part B of the  Budget,_ since  they  are  planned as  part of the-
-coordination of the  Regulati~n. 
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Figure 1 - Classification of the territories of  the Membier States according to the level of fire risk 
Hectares. 
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Figure 2: 1985-1994, area in hectares affected by fire each month 
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Figure  5 : 1985-1994, number offorest fires each month 
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Figure 6: 1.985-1994, proportion of total forest area aff~cted by fire each year(%) 
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